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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOrE
THE FROBLEI,1
This study endeavors to determine the funda'!lental con·cepts and b~sic principles involved in the teaching of
junior hi~h school algebra as reveale d by a survey of recent investi~ations .

NEED FOR THE STUDY
I n the interest of better teaching much literature on
the te?ching of junior high school algebra has been written .
I t is auite essent ial that the progressive teacher pause
from time to time and attempt to summarize, systemntize,
and analyze this material for the purpose of effectina a
closer integration of the su~~estions and recommendations
formul8ted and pro.rosed. Such Dronosqls may then become the
foundation for imnroved teaching as well as the basis for
future experimentation and investigation .

DELIMITATIOJ.{S
This study was not undertriken to s:r.ive an exhaustive
covera~e of al~ebra as such . Only the 8.spects of algebra
gener8lly found in the seventb, ei~hth, and ninth ~rade
courses of study were investigated . Further, it was limited
to an analysis of the several selected phases of junior high
school al~ebra thPt is generally believed to constitute
t he areas of greater difficulty .
This study was limited to an analysis and treatment of

,,
2

of the tee.chiniz of al~ebra since 1923. From this ye"'r (1923)
to the present time, there has existed a unique effort on
the part of educators to reor~~nize the content and pedaFo _y
of mathematics th...,t they might confo-r>m with the su,.,..P:estions
of the Com~ittee on the Reor~~niz ticn of Secnnd~ry M'1the0

natics (1923). It seems th~t ~ study of the teachin~ of
uni~r hi~h school al~ebra durin.P: this period should be sufficiAnt to justify Pny conclusions rea~hed and

recom □ endations

made in this thesis . This is especially true when one reAlizes
that the ideR of the junior hi~h school did not become a pro minent one until the first dec~de of the ~resent century .
~IETHOD OF SOLUTION
A survey of recent investi~ations by outstPndin~ teachers
and other authorities in the te<iching of junior high school
algebra was made . In addition, a study was mPde of the to1,ics
in current texts and the methods of a p~ roach were noted. The
attempt to fr:irrnulrite funda:!lental principles from these investi~ations form the basis for this thesis.
DEFINITIONS
The Junior Hi~h School as used in this study means the
rades seven

' ei~ht
,
' and nine in the educ9tionRl system that

uses the six-three-three-plan.
Junior High School Al.P:ebra as used in this thesis refers
to th t algebra that is taught in the n i nth qrade of the
0

junior high school.
Meaningful Teaching as used in this thesis is the pre-

3

sentation of concepts in such way that the pupil will
best be able to comprehend the sense which the algebraic
relations are intended to express.
Definition as used in mathematical usage is simply
an agreement to regard one expression, symbol, or set of
symbols as being equivalent to another expression. It is
in this sense that definition is used in this study .
Literature as used in this study refers to any kind
of printed material .

CHAPTER 2
OBJECTIVES, COURSE CONTENT AND TRENDS
OBJECTIVES
Any treatment of the teaching of a phase of methematics
must be approached, first of all, on the b9sis of a precise
and comprehensive formulation of the valid aims and purposes
of the subject. Only on such a basis C'<n one ap1-1roach intelli~ently the problems relatin~ to the selection and organization of m~terial, the methods of teaching and the ~oint
of view which should si;overn the instruction . This study re vealed several classificstions of aims . Those ex~ressed in
terms of mathe~Ptics in

eneral, those expressed in terms of

secondPry al~ebra , xnd those more specificPlly expressed in
terms of junior hiP:h school algebra . It seems ap_p9..rent that
the objectives must be so definitely st9ted th~t they are
clear not only to the t8~rher but also to the puril . The
learning products must be known. An analysis of the da.ta reveals the objectives of junior hirh school algebra ap proximates those itemized by Kinney and ?urdy .
Kinney and Purdy state :
The objectives set uu within the province of alP:ebr9
must be to provide pupils with concepts and methods for using ,
information about , and appreciation of
1 . Symbolism and ~eneralizations
2 . More inclusive number svstems and thPir manipulation
3 . Functional rel~tions , includin~ formulRs and ot~er
equations, graphs , tables, variation, pro~ortion,
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laws of relation, and the function concept

4. Use of literal numbers and algebraic equations
to formulate and solve problems

5. The place of alg1bra in the lives of mankind,
past and present

Insofar as algebra has a unique contribution for the pupil
Kinney and Purdy2 further describe the objectives desired
in such terms as the following:
1. Symbolism
'!'he pupil
(1) Can explain the meaning of the statement,
"Words are actually symbols."
(2) Can explain the statement, "Numbers are manmade symbols."
(3) Can use, recognize, read, and interpret the
symbols f , X, - , =:: , exponents, radicals, and
parentheses.
(4) Can use, interpret, explain literal numbers
as symbols.
(5) Can translate problem situations into appropriate symbols.
11. Functions
a. Concept
The pupil
(1) Understands the meaning of dependence between
quantities.
(2) Can recognize and express dependencies.
(3) Knows the different ways that dependencies can
be represented.
b. Formulas, equations, variation
The pupil
(1) Knows the purpose for representing relations as
formulas.
(2) Can formulate a formula from a set of data or observed relations.
(3) Can evaluate a formula.
(4) Can solve a formula for different variables.
(5) Can select and use a formula to solve applied
problems.
l

Kinney, Lucion B., and, Purdy, C. Richard, Teaching Mathein The Secondary School, New York City, Rhinehart and
Co., Inc., pages 59-68

2

Loe, Cit.
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(6) Can use the language of formulas, equations, and

variation.

(7) Can represent variations in formulas and can
evaluate the formulas.

(oJ uan solve iinear equations in terms of their

. graphs.

(9) c·a n interpret solutions of linear equations in

terms of their graphs.
(10) Gan formulate and solve equations for problem
situations.
c. Graphs
The pupil
(1) Can interpret bar, line, and circle charts, and
graphs of equations.
(2) Understands the connection between number pairs
satisfying equations and coordinates of points in
planes.
(2) Can loc a te points on Cartesian coordinate systems
(4) Can plot a graph of a linear equation and simple
second-degree equations.
(5) Can write a linear equation from a straight-line
graph.
111. Yamiliarity with and ability to use mathematics in
literature
a. Reference sources
The pupil
(1) Knows where to locate needed fact~:
(a) Tables, (b) formulas,(c) historic facts,
(d) explanations, (e) social and economic data.
(2) Knows how to use the data he secures.
b. Current publications
The pupil
(1) Has read current public a tions involving algebraic
data and relations.
(2) Can use learnings from this course in reading
current literature with understanding.
c. Work in other courses
The pupil
(1) Can understand the mathematics he encounters in
reading for other courses.
lV. Desirable attitudes toward algebra
a. Interest
The pupil
(1) Asks pertinent questions.
(2) Pays attention and r esists distraction.
(3) Volunteers information.
(4 ) Reads other sources outside class.
( 5 ) Brings in material from outside.
(6) Quotes or records pertinent material from current
literature.
b. Appreciation
The pupil
(1) Works mathematics avocationally-puzzl es, odities,

6

(2)
(3)

(4)
( 5)

problems.
Reads mathematical sources for pleasure .
Can defend the importance of mathematics in
history and in current life .
Understands algebra as an integrated science .
Can fit topics into the structure of algebra .

COURSE CONTENT AND TRENDS
The content of most junior high school courses follows
rather closely the recommendations of the National Committee
1
on Mathematical Requirements , and outlined in detail in the
Fifteenth Yearbook.

2

The typical current algebra courses

center around units such as the following:
1 . Use of literal numbers
2 . The solution of simple equations and formulas
3 . Meaning and use of directed numbers
4 . Fundamental operations with algebraic quantities

5. Linear equations in one unknovm
6 . Linear equations in two unknowns

7. Special products and factors
8. Fundamental operations with fractions
9 . Fractional equations
10 . Graphs and the concept of dependence
11 . Ratio, proportion, variation
12 . Numerical trigonomety, indirect measurement
13 . Powers, roots, radicals
14 . Quadratic equations
National Committee on Mathematical Requirements, The Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Education,
(Boston Houghton Miffin Co . , 1923), page 11

1

2

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Fifteenth
Yearbook : Mathematics in General Education, 1942,p . 86
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Although the content of junior high school algebra
generally is rather well standardized, certain trends were
detected in the literature, largely as changes in emphasis,
placement and methods of teaching. The course content in beginning algebra has been changed in several ways during recent years.
1. The major part is still strictly algebra, but the
material has been simplified and more thoroughly explained for the student.
2. The course contains more practical applications in
which algebra is used effectively in elementary
science, geometry, and numerical trigonometry.

3. Many dif f icult topics have been replaced by simplier
ones, and others have been either deleted entirely,
postponed to later courses, or made optional. This
material includes most linear equations with
fractional and decimal coefficients, the more involved literal equations, quadratic equations with irrational roots, the more complicated equations involving radicals, the construction of formulas from
sets of data, the more involved factoring, simplification of more involved radicals and graphing of
quadratic functions.

4. An additional trend in instructional material is
that recently a better psychological approach is
made by giving more explanatory material and many
more examples illustrating the theory presented.
Among the changes in methods of presentation of beginners algebra are the following:
1. A definite trend toward leading pupils into new topics
through their own experiences.
2. The ambition to make algebra more significant through
emphasis on concepts has led to stressing the function
concept.

3. By elimination of unduly complicated technical pro-
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cesses time has been ~ained for

reeter stress on

understanding, on mastery of essentials and on significqnt applicntions .
4 . Teachin~ algebra for transfer recently has become
one of the principal trends .

5 . Visualization is being used as a primary aid to learning . Whenever a figure can be drawn to illustrate the
al ebraic concepts under consideration, it aids immensely in formulating and analyzing the problem presented for discussion .
ASPECTS WHICH PRESENT I,1AJOR INSTRUCTI01-AL PROBLEI-lS

Even with the many readjustments in course content and
emphasis, several areas of difficulty remain in the learning
of junior high school algebra . These areas of difficulty are,
for the most part, located in these areas; beginning the
study of al~ebra; problem solving; solution of equations;
signed numbers; the processes of algebra; and ~raphing.
A process detected in analysis of data that is consistenly used to diminish difficulties in these areas is the me~ning theory of instruction. This concept is characterized by
the follo 1,1jno- 9.ssumutions:
1 . The concepts and processes should arise from concrPte
and familiar situations in the pupil ' s life .
2. T~ere sh~uld be development from the concrete to the
increasingly abstract and symbolic .

3 . The pupil should understand the reason for the process and be able to reconstruct it if necessary .
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4. Initially correct and rapid computations are not
expected . Emphasis should be on exploration and discovery , in which immature responses are characteristic .

5. When a rule is developed, it should be, in so far as
is possible, the pupil 1 s own generalization of the
way he solves the problem .

6 . The relat i onship between processes is emphasized in
the explorations and generalizations.

7 . Drill is used only when understanding is complete at
the abstract level .

8 . The number system is used as the reference for understanding all process and concepts.

CHAPTER 3
BEGHTNIWG THE STuDY OF ALGEBP-A

The introductory period of junior hi h school algebra
is

P

crucial period for developing not only basic skills

and knowled~e but also important interests and attitudes .
Many students enter an alpPbra clRss for the first time with
certain psychologicql bloc~s th.,t mig~t tend to interfere with
the le rnin

process. They have m2n

fe~rs due pRrtly to fail-

ures in <rith~etic ~nd Perh~ps from comments madP bv former
students ,.-,ho found the course difficult . When a student enters
an algebre course with ability but h~ndic~p~ed by old fe.rs
and inhibitions, the teR~~er must, in the be~innin~. attempt
to free him from these obst~cles . This reQuires studyin~ his
situation c~refully, discoverin~ the causes, helpinq him overcome the?.. And then .o-i vini;. him op.t-'ortuni ty for reP.l and satis fyinrr achieve'Tlent in this s lb iect.
1

Another proble11 ofte

enC'I") mtered in be~innin~ the

~0

1rse

1

is whqt to do about those students whose intelligence makes i t
i mpossible for them to understand the basic conce )ts Rnd princivles of alfebra . Si nce al ebra is abstrRct in nature · inorder to ~rasp the fundament~l c~nce)ts, it is necessary, ac 1
c ordin~ to some authorities, for an indi vidual to h~ve an
I ntelligence Quotient of 110 .
1

N8 tiona.l Council of Teachers of ~-1r.i themR tics,

The Ter:i ~hin
of AlQ'. or., " , (Seventh Yee.rboo~-: , ) Teachers College,
Columbia University , ew York, 10~?, • R("J'P, 2 .
0
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It is believed by some authorities that when a pupil is
lacking in ability to understand the concepts of algebra he
should be released from the requirement. Other authorities
beli eve thPt everyone should study the same methematics
courses throughout the elementary and junior high schools .
The problem lies in the fact tha t it is difficult to select
an individual or a group of individuals who has the right to
state who should or should not take the algebra course. The
problems discu3sed are significant. The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics made an extensive study and recommended the "Two-Track" system . This system g ives a student a
choice of the traditiona l algebra course or a gene ral mathem~tics course during the ninth grade of junior high school .
This will enable students to pursue those courses th t they
feel they are better capable of learnin~ . The disadvantage
here lies in the fact that students with ability might choose
general mRthematics, and the m~thematics profession might be
at a loss . Experimentation and invPs ti gations are still being
made along these lines .
The methods and processes that the pupil is to acquire in
algebra must be built on, and inte12;ra ted with, his _previous experiences in arithmetic. While the idea of general number is
being acquired, a beginning must be made in vocabula ry building, in learning the symbolism, and in using the processes . At
the same time the student must develop an a~preciation of the
importance of al~ebra to himself and to society.
Authorities recom~end several methods of beginning the
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ninth grade algebra course . Al~ebrA may be introduced directly,

1th tonics that use formul s, or it may be introduc0

ed indirectly as a sh0rthand USPd to record verbRl st<>tements,
as an extension of arithmetic or as a device for solving problems real to the ~upils. Any one of th~sP approaches may be
used successfully if C"'re is taken to sqcure a broad conce ~t
of literal number and other symbols and principles to be encountered for the first ti~e by the pupil . The data seems to
indicete that it is best for the individual teacher to experiment with the several approaches to determine which one or
which combination cRn be used effectively in his situ<>tion.
Al~ebra as GenerPlization of Arithmetic
Algebra is a generalization of arithmetic, and this is
its principle characteristic . In teachin~ the principles of
algebra one may frequently return to the corresponding
situ2tions in arithmetic and develop from the fundamental concepts involved the particular algebraic ~enerRlization . As an
illustrPtion the te<>cher m2.y sta.rt algebra from some

eneral-

izations of arithmetic conce pts . Give the students a few
elementary problems from arithmetic qnd then show them how to
express the same princi ~les or concP ~ts in al .ebraic shorthand
where letters re p resent t~e specific numbers and change the
situation from a case involvin
concept invol vin

s pecific numbers to the same

i:rene ra.l numbers . As illustrat ions study the

situ<>tions below.

3 -f' 4 ::::. 7

Specific

Addend plus addend = Sum
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a -+ b -: c, general, where a and b a.re
c is the sum.
5-3 ~ 2

ny numbers and

Specific

Minuend minus

subtrahend =

difference

m-s .=. d, eneral where m is minuend., s the subtr hend
and d the difference.
3x4 = l?

Specific

Factor x factor := product
ab -= c, eneral where a and bare any number and c is
the resulting product.

-123

-

Dividend
~ ~

4

Specific
divisor =- quotient

c general, where a is dividend, b t~e divisor

b

and c the resulting auotient.
Then give the class a problem findin~ area of

P

s~ecific

rectg,n le.
Find the area of a r e ctangle whose length is 5 and
whose width is 3. Solution for Specific rectangle.
5x3 :::: 15, where 5, 3 and 15 respectively the specific
len th, width, and area of the specific rectan le.
LW c

A, general case where L, W, A, are respectively

the len th, width and area of any rect:n le.
Many examples of this nature should be

iven until tbe

student h s understood the concept of al ebra as bein
enerRlized arithmetic. The class should be required to think
of and record as m ny such illustr tions as they c~n.
The concept of coefficients and exponents may be explained.
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2

2

2

length of line equals
3X2

2+2+2 or

in arithmetic.

The parallel case with general symbols would be as
follows:
ID

ID

ID

m+m+m ;. 3m.
Many errors in algebra are caused by a lack of understanding of the concept "exponent." The meaning of exponent
should therefore be derived with great care. This may be done
by means of concrete situations taken from geometry as follows:
The pupils find that the area of a square drawn on a squared
paper is obtained by multiplying the length of a side by itself. Algebraically stated the area is a•a. The product a•a
is called "a square," the name being derived from the square
whose surface has been measured . Briefly a-square is written
2

a • The number 2 is called exponent and indicates two equal
factors of a product.
From a drawing or model of a cube he finds next that the
volume is a·a·a·a is called a-fourth, written a 4 • The num2
3
4
bers 2, 3, 4, in a, a , a are called exponents,

They in-

dicate the number of equal factors in products . Although the
meaning of exponent has been established for whole numbers no
complete definition has been formulated. The child can formulate
the definition in his own words.

CHAPTER 4
SIGNED NUMBERS
The study points out that the teaching of signed numbers is one of the most difficult topics to develop successfully, the teachers and writers are not altogether agreed upon the most satisfactory methods of teaching it. But, usually
developing the concept of what is meant by negative numbers
and showing where they are useful in the pupil 's environment
are the first steps in treating signed numbers. Experience
with situations that may be expressed by positive and negative
numbers is provided in class discussion: above and below sea
level; assets and liabilities; gain and loss; forces up and
down; longitude east and longitude west ; years hence and years
ago; BC. and A. D.; temperature above and below zero; and the
like. These are usually introduced on a number of successive
days. This phase is usually continued until each pupil has
grasped the concept involved.
Once the idea of opuositeness in direction is clear from
these illustr~tions, the number scale is utilized, (It is usually beneficial if a large number scale made of lumber painted white with black numerals can be constructed and used.) At
this stage a new meaning of zero as a point of reference in
the number system is usually introduced. Emphasis should be
given the new meaning of zero here . The important fact to
make clear is that zero, together with its other uses, will be
used to represent a particular point on the number line, and
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and a p8rticul~r element in t~e systeT'1 of positive and ne ative nar.ibers. Success in te-:iching the operations with si ned
nuT"lbPrs is, to

l" rge eYtent, dependent u•--.on ·rhether the

O

bP.ck~r0und of me nin

is CPrefully developed .

0

It is usu llv pertinent at this sta~e to ex~lain the
0

meRnin.

P.nd nPture of directed numbers . This can be done by

remindinR; students of the dual role of nu:nbers in arithmetic
first . In 1.rithmetic a number usually neans a quantity, yet
there is both the ordinal and cBrdinal meanini of numbers .
Fo~. inst~nce if one counts 6 objects. he points to them one
at a time and reoeats a nu~ber.
2

1

4

3

5

6

Actu~lly, the l2st object is not 6 but tbe 6th object . To repreBent the numbers one sh0uld h-:ive the following:
➔!-

-3}

i~

➔~

➔(

it-

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

{f-

{}{f-

1

2

i}if--3}

3

➔HHH~

4

·H··H· ➔r~t--~~

..,,

I::;

ORDINAL

i}{~-it--3}-i('*

6

CARDINAL

In the next step it is necessary to em~h2size the fact
t hat in al ebra nu:nbers a.re used also for a. dual purpose but
more often in the ordinPl sense as a position on a sc~le than
as a auanti ty . The nu1"1bPr, "Jlus 6 hours me.,y mePn both the q_ue.nti t~r (or int rv~1 6 hours of time) and also a µoint on the sc~le
0

of ti~e ~hich is 6 h0urs hence, like 6 hours and 6 O' clock diff er in their meanin3 . Simi"l 1.rly, 6 deizrees may mec:-~n a point
on the triermometer 6 1.bove zero, then 6 degrees below zero .
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These si~ned numbers m.,y innic.,te dist nee and direction to
left or r i ht , north or south . I n order for a · student to understand the o sr - tions with signed numbers it is import.,_n t
th.,t he re~lizes that qll nu.~bers c n be re p resented as a
point on a strai ht line . The teac her should explain t ~1ese
numbers usin

1.

number sc.,le dr::.wn on the bo-=>rd .

Since one of the distin uishin g charRcteristics of arithmetic and al eb r a is t he number system , it seems that it is
imper"'tive th~t e comp13rison be made of the two number sys tems for the be~innin 0 student of al ebra .
Arit~~etic number Sc.,le (wositive numbers and ze r o)

2

1

0

6

5

3

8

6

Al ebra Number Scale (Positive , Ne ~tive Numbers and , Zero )

-6 - 5 - 4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

The arithmetic~1 numbers me sure
bers mea sure posi t ion, or the

2

3

4

5

6

ur'1tity; the dirPctAd num-

mount of ch.,n0 e in a

iven di -

rection . The quant ity of the thin~ to which the numbers of
arith!Iletic a pply be ins with zero . This is not true with di rectP.d numbers, which a pply to t hins whose be innin
definite . A ain, in

rithrri tic
0

is in-

zero me sure indic"tes not

,::,ny , with directed numb e rs a zero me~sures

lways ind.le tes

some and never n o t ~ - In the directed number scale , zero
me"'s res more than - 1 , and a definite amount more : zero like -
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wise me<>sures less thqn
Any

iven

2, and a definite amount less.

u-ntity C"n be diminished by any g iven amount

on the directed number scale.

This is, not so on the arith-

metic sca le for a number ma y not be diminished by

greater

quantity than the value of the number itself.

EXAMFLEu:

8

-8
0

4

OK.. 1

S

6

7

8

( Zero)

~------T.(8;;;1------/

It is appnrent from above sc-:ile th,,t any atte:!l_;it to subtrqct a nuober ~re ,, ter thnn ei ht from ei~ht would be meningless.

' - -__0_ _1_ _2_

3

4

~-(10)

5

6

7

8

~

(Subtr<>ction of 10 from 8 is impossible on t~e arithmetical nu:nber sc"le, because the difference would ha ve to be
less th~n zero, which is not on the sc le.)
On the signed number s~"le this s me example would
as the difference as belo, .

ive -?
8

- l1Ql
2

-3

-?

-1

O

1

'----------

2

3
4
5
6
7 8
_________
_.,I

~Jo)
(Subtr9.ction still in the do:n in -of numbers)
It should be pointed out to the students here that all
operations are possible with the new nu ber system. It is
because of our definition for subtr8ction th~t this

is·

possible. This definition, known as the additive method,
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asks what o"l'le must add to subtrr:ihend to get minuend. .
EXAHFLZ : Subtr" ct 14 fr'"lm 10 ( a l<::!rl)"Pr number from a
smRller numbPr )
10

-iill
?

lhqt must ~ne ~dd tn 14 to

et 10? one must add - 4 to

14 to P-et 10 .
Addition

nd Subtrqction

ThP c~ncPpt of addition as combinlng is easily grqsped bv the students . The idea of addition is easily il lustr2ted ·,rith re . . l problems . As an example, a footb"l.11
t e,,.m that e;.:.ins 6 y:1rds from the 30 yard line

nd then

looses 4 yards may be taken as illustrative of adding posi tive and ner~tive values .
Subtraction of sirned numbers is a more difficult
c 0nce )t to ~r~s~ . Subtrqction in algebra is defined as the
process of findins what number must be

dded to the subtrq -

hend to prod'J.ce the minuend . An interpret::tion of this de finition of al ebrqic subtr-:ictio'1 on the si ned number scqle
is as the dist~nce and direction between two positions on
the scrle .
Several a;.;iro!"' ches :rere found that are useful in hel_p1

inQ'. the pupil to undArst2,nd s11btrr.iction of sip:ned nu!:lbers .
I llustr"'tions include findin~ the diff~rence between two
t hermometer re-"'.dings, when the thermometer rises and when it
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falls; finding the difference in time between two events;
and finding the distance between the positions of an
elevator . The following illustrative problem shows the
use of one of these devices . Similar ones can easily be
thought of for the others .
Problem : Finding the difference between two thermometer
readings .
Questions like these may be asked and the solutions found
on a thermometer drawn on the board .
How far is it from -,. 5 to

-t

20?

How far is it from r 20 to ~ 5?
How far is it from -20 to + 5?
Hm·r far is it from

+- 5 to - 20?

These questions reveal the following solut_ons :
+ 20

(+- 5) == + 15, since direction is positive .

~ 5

(+20) = -15, since direction is negative .

+ 5 - (-20).:::..+25, since direction positive .
- 20 - ( +- 5) = -2 5, since direction negative .
Similar questions may be as~ed illustratin

all the possible

combinations of signs and t:be answers become appare"1.t to the
pupil if a black board thermometer is used . As many different
type items as possible should be used until the child has
the basic concept . Then the semi- abstract number scale should
be used until the student is able to formulate some rule for
subtraction of signed numbers . Then let him use the rule formulated until t he desired results become habitual .
A similar process should be used for both add tion and
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subtrqction. The rule th t the child is to use should
out of his understandin

row

of the b sic conce pts •

..J:!_lti lic~tion and Division
A number of procedures

rere found that prov ide a con-

crete basis for the pro1ucts of si~ned numbers . Oneillustr~tion is in

er~s of automobile P-nd the time element.

If an automobile is trqvelin
hours after passin

n rth

(+) at 60 mph, then 3

a t own it will be 180 miles north

( -t 180) fr om the town. However, 3 hours before reaching
the

own

(60)

(-3)

(-3 hours) its distP.nce was 180 miles south or

=

-180. Then, keepin

positive and south

the direction north as

s ne~qtivA, if the automobile is goin~

south (s ieed-60 mph) the products (';,;) (-60) and (-3) (-60)
can be explained.
hny simil r situations ill~str"tin

the multiplic~tion

should be thou ht of and used similarly and then the discussion should led to the use of the nu~ber scale.
~ultiplic~ ion can be defined

s repeRted addition. Directions

are provided by the si~ns. For example,

(f 2) (-4) consist of

layin~ (-4) off three ti~es in its own direction . These
may be shown as follo s:

(+1)(-'f)

The produ t

(-2) (-4) consists of layin

in the opfosite direction as:

(-4) off to ti~es
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~
.... - - (-it- )~ ~ -(-If)~
O

8

A series of these type examples sholld be

iven until the

students h ve formu1~ ted a rule which ·.rill then be used until
their res; onses in multi~lica tion are r· ~id and accurate .
Division involvin

si

ed numbers is most easily de-

veloped from the definiti n of division as the inverse of
multiJ:,lic..,tio'1 .
Th

, 8ince (-"3) ( + 4 -

From the d~t

-1~, then -12 -+ 4 and -1?. -3.
-3 i~ it seemed t~~+ oncrete illustr~tions are

not ·ts~,.,lly used or necessar' in d visi n if mul ti plic~tion is understo~d.

CHAPTER 5
TEACHING THE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS
Methods for be inninrz the study of equ1.tions differ
accordin. to the appro~ch used in st~rting the course .
There are two commonly used approaches to the introduction of equations .
1 . As a Natural Extension of Arit~~etic . Problems
like

11

2 times some number 10 11 , or "What number

added to six gives eleven? 11 Can be used success fully because they are understood by ne rly all
students in a be~inning al ~br" clRss . The only
thins new in 2x

~

10 and 6+x~11, are the symbols

used to represent the unknown quantity . For
both equations the solution is found intuitively by analysis and taking the eauAtion apart .
2 . As~ necessity in Solving Problems . Using pro blem solving for st rtin

the study of equa-

tions consists in taking fR~iliar problems from
t he environment, setting up equations . As an
illustr~tion one might start with a problem
such as

11

Henry has three times as much money as

Bill . To~ether they have $12 . 40 . How much has
each? This leads to the equ~tion 4x = $12 . 40 .
This equation is then solved intuitively . Then
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many other simple problems are given .
After a number of such equations are set up and solved intuitively, the shift is made to an intensive study of
equati ons . As the study progresses, for each equation re quiring a different method of solution a prob lem involving the particular type of equation can be introduced . Sets
of word problems are interspersed with the study of equations to prevent the manipulation from becoming mechanical .

Learning to Solve Equations,

The survey revealed two

generally accepted approaches in learning to solve equations .
1 . The mechanics of the solution of equations should
emphasize at first the use of inverse processeswhere by addition is undone by subtraction, multiplication by division, subtraction by add ition, and
division by multiplication . The use of inverse pro cesses has the advantage of revealing the relationship of algebraic and arithmetic proce s ses. Only
afte r the pupil has had experience in solving
equations by inverse process e s, is he ready for the
general idea that the operation wh ich is nerformed
on one side of the equation must also be performed on the other side . This h e will understand if he
considers the equations as a balance . Sets of
blocks can be used on a balance sea.le to demonstra te the principle.
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? . Another effective procedure for develo~in

in-

si ht into the solution of equations is the use
of the ide

of surpluses

nd shorta es . The left

member of ~n equ~tion 3v + 4 ::::. 25, c n be considered

s

~

nurplus of 4 beyond 3x. Thus , to obtain

3x, remove the excess of 4 b~ s 1btr ctin. Simil~rly, the left

e ber of 4x-2

=-

22 can be consider-

ed to re~resent 4x with a shortage of 2. To obtain 4x the shortage must be m~de up by adding 2 .
In like manner 4x is considered four times as
much as x th t i s desirPd . Likevise x would be one
5
fifth of the x th~t is desired . These ide~s ougest talcin

one fourth of the. 4x, and five times

the x . This appro ch with the ide that the same
5
process must be perfor~ed on both members of an
equation, often helf to ration~lize the p rocedures
of solution .
After the pupil has m-stered equ tions th t c n be
solved in one ste , the tr nsition to equ tions th~t

re

solved in two or more steps usually causes little trouble .
The pupil should be

uided into the development of a sys-

tem- tic plan of att ck as he prBctices solvin J ~roblems of
two or more steps . The working set of r1les he uses should
be those that he formul tes (himself) if possible .
Whether or not tr nsposin

should be tau ht ~s such

s

still controversiPl . There are ar u.~ents for ana a ainst ~t .
Those in favor of the idea cl im th~t increesed speed re-

·sults from its use, a gain st the idea is t he vocabulary that
does not stem from or suggest t h e actu al processes performed .
However, a plan that has wor!:ed well in many instances is to
let the pupils disc ove r, and exulain . t h e p rocess as a shortcut to work:in::; t hrough. t h e axioms .
Quadrat-ic Eouc.tions •.

'<lW:l.uJ. c:. Gl(.;

e ½:..i.c.1,ions are best introduced

by a p robiem si1,uation t ~t demands a quadratic for a solut ion. Which of the several ways of solution that should de finitely be taue;ht in t :~ e nineth grade was not clearly indicated in the data . Some authorities advocate teachin

solut -

ion by factoring , others advocate factoring, completing the
1

square, and t h e quadratic formula . Thorndike

is of the

opinion tr.a t only the solution by the formula should be
taught since there is no necessity for formin

several diff-

erent habits to accomplish something t hat o!le habit would do
equally as well .

1 Thorndike, Edward L ., The Psycholo &!.y of Algebra , The Mac
millan Company, New York, 1923 , page 173

CF.APTER 6
SPECIAL PRODUCTS AND FACTORING
From the data gathered in this survey , it seems
that the amount of time e.nc. effort generally spent in the
study of special products and factoring

n the nineth

grade is in excess of that which can be justified . The
argument to supuort this statem ent is that special pro ducts and factorizations are short cuts of too limited applicabil ty for an intensive study in this phase of wor •
The sub ect is seldom needed except in connectio:i , with
abstract problems so ~ade as to require it . The uses of
factoring are mainly confined to work with fractions and to
the solution of certain equations, ,-1hile t h e uses of special
products are mainly in the direction of facilitating factoring . The present tendency seems to be to teach a little of
it but to teach it more thoroughly .
The work in factoring is usually confine d to exDress ions involving a cornm on factor, t~e difference of

t10

squares,

the square of a binomial, or the quadratic trinomial of the
form x

2

+ bx +- c.

Consequently t e work in special uroducts

need incl de only t __e product of a :monomial by a binomial, the
the product of the sum and difference of two terms , t e s q are
of the sum or of the difference of t,:10 terms and the product
of two bin omials fo t h e form (x

r

a)(x t b) . The principle

task for the pupils in connection '"·rith ei· ther writing suecial
1

products or in factoring expressions is to " recosnize " each
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problem

c.s

bein

a special case of one or anot:ier of t:ie

types which have been learned, to

11

identify 11 it witn the

type to which it belongs, and to make the appropriate substitutions of corresuondin~ terms .
Instruction in this unit is usually started as an extension of the arith~etical concepts that the student al ready understands . The approach is similar to what follo,..s :
In arithmetic one memorizes the T!lultiplica.tion tables
as an aid in multiplication, and division . Thus , one memo rizes 5x7 = 35 . In this relationship 5 and 7 are called fact ors of 35 , and 35 is the product of 5 and 7 . Similarly 2
and 3 are factors of 6 because 2 • 3 :::. 6 ; and 4 and 6 are
factors of 24 because 4 • 6 = 24 . In algebra one also finds
it necessary to multiply, divide , and find the factors of
2

certain expressions mentally . Thus , in 2x • x = 2x , 2x and
2
x ay,e factors of 2x and 2x 2 is t:b.e -orod1.1.ct of 2x and x .
Some numbers in arith:'l.et.1.c li 1{e 2, 3, 5, 7, or 11
have no factors other than the nu.mbe!' itself and 1 . These
numbers are called " prime rn.unbers 11

•

Some algebraic numb ers

that c.rc prime numb ers c.:::-·e L, W, X, ar_C (X -r 1) • Frcrr:
sever£.l illl:.s trc t ions t:'18 c:!.c." c c~n Le :c"' " :,o fee t '-:c.:. .,, 7
numcers (tb c.t are not a lrec.dy p rime numbers) may be broken
up into prime factors . Thus , 2 , 2, 3, are the prime factors
of 12 ; 2, 2, 2, 2 are t_e prime factors of 16 ; and 2 , x, x
2

are the prime factors of 2x .

lt is desirable to de9onstrate tne relationship
which exists bet ,,eon m l t1plicat1on, division , and 1 a c tor ing .

The diagr

s bel11 suggest this relat10. sb1p .
Ar1thmet1. call:

(

)

j :i

5"

(.

.. 'ul t.Lnlica:tion

wl

(

I

I3

/)

)

D1 V J.S10"1

wf

'
3

(

11

(

'3W

JI

(
)
·~ctor1 ....,g

JW

(_

)

le J

I q-

)

AlgebT'ai cally
Thus, :.i.n "rnul t1.nl1ca-cion" 0·1e is g1 ven the
and asked to find the
the

11

'0-cher 11 ractor .

1

11

prod1 ct'' and

ln

11

product 11 •

11

i'actor s"

ln "d1Vis10n" one is given

0°,e" 01· the 1'ac-cors and asked to find the
':tactor1.ng" one is gi v cm the "product"

1

and as ked to 1':.i.nd the

11

i'actors"; -::hat is, "factoring " is

t ~e reverse of mult1pl1cat1on .
Ueo"'letriCRl and 8r1 thme ticr>l i llus , rat10·1s are t e
methods most oft en used to ra ~ionalize the -cy e iorms s -cudiec
i n algebra, z d t~e

e2.1ly provide

stude.,.,t can reconstruct them .

½asis by w~ich the

If ~he factors and products are

taught as 1dent1 ties geometric illustrations s how 1,mere t !:e
areas r e re~e ted by t~e ractors is the s,me a~ t ~at renrere t ed by t!'!e p:-odti.ct .

.r'or examryle consider i'1g rre

eloi.r.

Since a

s uare

hose s ide rneas•1res (a r bJ has for i t

are
(a +j J, t '1b r ollo,ri.ng r· i gur e illustratec: (a -f bJ 2 •

. - ...

t.

t1.

r b)

-

b-t

b d.b
tl c...

__,

la

b

(a.tb)~:::

~rQ+Q+D
~ ~+

:ltt.h

f-

b-i..

To ill ustra te arithmetically to th~ class the urinciple that t i-ie

11an t.t t y represented by t 1e ta ctor s is t· e
1

same as "that reuresePt ed b

t he

roduct the teacher may

fi'7.d the value of each member of one or the identities
f'or specii".tc v lues or the literal !'lumbers as illustrated
below for a-:- ,, b~, -1n (a-bJ la + b) : a 2-b 2 • (a-bJ ta f b) =
l'.1-3) ( J t 3J : (2)

(OJ =

lo

2 ~
2 .
a - b = ? -3 : ~J - 'i ::: lo

'.1.' hus,

1t

1

appare"1t that t '1e value of' t 11e product and the

f ctors i s the same .

The class may be all o ed to verii'y

t nis s~me~ess of value i or "the other ide· ti ties .
rhere is no better wa:' of ensuring real m tery of
special products

e ct

factors than to give a wel l-or ga~1 zed

speci l serie ~ of practice exercises on term- by tern ide~tification wrierein the pupil can see the relationship
term of the produc t with -che termc: o1 t he !'actors
versa .

01

each

nd vice-

l n the exam le below,
2
.
2
ta f- b) ::: a~ +- 2ab + b ,

the first , second, a:1.d third "terms of t e product are re-
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spectively the square of the first term, twice the product of the first and second terms, and the square of the
1~st tPrm of the r~ctors (or square root in this c~se).
To be of much use, the type forms must be lP.ctrned
thnrou~hly . They must ~e understood, and they must also be
~e~orized, this means that the students muet be sho1m in the
be&T"innino; e.nd continue, lly thr.i,t the ty r, e forms either result
fr8m, or are verified by, actu~l multiplic2tion . But it also
mepns th~t in addition to this the students must have
sufficient prectice and drill upon these type forms to make
the forms themselves become indelibly fixed in their minds .
This drill, hm-.rever, should not be mere mechanical repetition . It should be made meaningful through constant illustrrtion and application to specific exe~ples involving
both liter~l and nQ~eric~l terms.

C'Y:AFTER 7
VERBAL .t'ROBLEMS

Ability to s~lve uroblems is an essential compete~ce
for citizenship souqht in Rll courses of mathematics . All
mqthemqtics courses acknowledge it as a pri~ary aim . Algebra provides new and more effective means for problem
solving, and pupils are prepared to think in terms of the
symb~ls of al ebrq. For these re~sons procedures to develon
effectiveness in problem solvinq should be an im~ortant
part of the expert te~c~er's equipment .
An analysis of :.he data on problPm solvin

exhibits the

following as the principal sources of student difficulty;
1 . Lack of reasoning ability
2. Poor procedure or corn~lete absence of systematic
attack
~- Failure to c0mprehend the meaning of the problem

4 . Ineffici ent reading habits

5. Voc abulary difficulties
6 . Short attention span or mental laziness

7. Inability to analyze problems
8 . Carelessness in transcribing
9 . Translatin3 to algebraic symbols
10. Developin~ ability to think in terms of symbols

11 . Inability to select essential data
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Method Used to Solve Verbal Problems
M"'ny attempts have been made to find a method that
can be used for the solution of all ty1-'es of verbal problems . This is to prevent the student from havin

to be

taught independently the V"'rious types of problems usually encountered in an al~ebra cl"'ss . Among the ones discovered in this study are the following :
1 . The analysis method, in which effort is made to
have the puuil systematicelly analyze the problem by re0uirin~ him to ~o through thesequence of ste~s : (a)Wh~t is given? (b) What is
required? (c) What operetions are to be used?
(d) Estimate the answer . (e) Solve the problem .
(f) Check your answer.
2. The method of analo ies, in which the pupil is
~iven a simple orql problem simil~r to the difficult
written proble'Il . The assumption is, of course, t~Pt
the orel nroblern c~n be 8olved and th t the pupil can
be brought to see the analo~y between the two .

3 . The method of dependenciPs, in which the pu~il is
t"'u. ht to recn~nize fund~~ental dependencies th- t
exist witQin a siven problem . This procedure can beco'Ile a very im~ort~nt step in the analysis method .

4 . The graphic :'.Ilethod, in which some diagramme,tic
sche □ e

is used to aid the pupil in determinin. the

funda'Ilent81 relationships existing bet·ween the knovm
and the unkno,·rn.
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Fro!!l the dn a :~thered in th:s investi ~tion it
seems that no sin le method st~nds out as the one best
~ethod : e~ch has been prod1ctive of fairly

ood results .

The Guess Method of I ntroducing Pr oblem Solving :
Often the underlying concepts involved in represent in

"unknown quantities sou ht " by letters is not cle r to the

students . The follouin

methods see!!ls to make this process

more apparent . This seems to be a sufficient enou h
justify its bein

reason to

used to introduce the solution of verbal pro-

blens by al ebraic processes . This method can be best il lustrated by presentin
in

a problem to be solved and describ-

the role of the te cher in the presentation of its

solution .
Problem :
John has 4 more dimes than nickels . How many n.; c:rnls
and how m~ny dimes h~s he, if t~e total value of the coins is

$1 . 90 ?
The te~ c her , instead of startin

the present2tion in terms

of the questions leading to x nickels and x + 4 di!!les , asks
a me!!lber of the class to
p rticul r student ' s

uess what the answer mi ht be . The

uess , may be , th t " John has 7 nickels ".

The te~cher then asks the pupil to see
correct . The pupil will proba"!:)ly

Ct"lBCK

hether his
his

uess is

ans .. er usin

the

conditions of the problem and will probably announce , that
his answer is wrong . The te cher ' s t s
in

the pupil tell ex ctl

now consists in mak-

fhPt he did to find out if his

uess was ri ht or wron . The student will probably say,

11

5

35
times 7 is 35, and 11 times 10 is 110, and that makes

$1.45, which is wrong". The teacher has the pupil show
exactly what he did at the black board. Then would follow a series of questions and suggestions on the teacher's
part to clarify the process for the whole class.
Teacher:

Where did you get the 5?

Pupil:

A nickel is 5 cents, and 7 nickels are 35
cents.

Teacher:

Instead of writing the number 35 to show the
value of the nickels, write 5x7 so that everyone in the class can see exactly what numbers
you are using.
(After this is done the teacher continues)

Teacher:

How did you get the 11?

Pupil:

There are 7 nickels and John has four more
dimes than nickels, which makes 11 dimes.

Teacher:

How did you get the number 11? Did you add,
subtract, multiply, or divide?

Pupil:

I added 4 to 7.

Teacher:

Instead of writing 11, write 7 +- 4 so that everyone will see how you got the 11. Now, what did
you do with the number 11?

Pupil:

I multiplied 11 times 10 and $1.10 is what I
got.

Teacher:

Then write 10 times the quantity, 7 plus 4. Instead of ca rrying out the operat i ons, we will
merely indic · te them so tha t everyone can see
exactly how you obtained your answer. Then,
after that, what di d you do?

Pupil:

I added 35 to 110.

Teacher:

You mean you added 5 times 7 to 10 times the
quantity 7 plus 4. Write it in this way so t hat
the class can see exactly what happens to every
member. If your guess had been correct, this

quantity would equal what number?
In this manner the teacher must get the pupil to
write the following statement:
5x7

+

10 ( 7 t 4) -= 190

The most important step in this method is the following:
Teacher:

Now pick up an eraser; erase your guess, 7,
wherever it appears in your work; and substitute the number x for the number 7.

After this substitution the pupil sees that his work presents the same appearance as it would have if he had worked the problem in the traditional manner, and he has found
the desired equation
5x + 10(x + 4)

=- 190

For better transfer to algebraic methods the teacher
should insist t hat the pupil's analysis be written properly as follows:
The number of nickels
The number of dimes

~

7

-:: 7

-1-

4

The value of the nickels~ 5x7
The value of the dimes :: 10 ( 7 + 4)
To sum~arize, the method consist of (1) guessing an
answer, (2) indicating the arithmetic work necessary to
check the guess, and (3) substituting X for the guess.But
the arithmetic work must be indicated. Hence, wh en developing this method in class, it is well to precede the work
by some remarzs about indicating arithmetic operations in-

3'/

stead o:r performing them .
It se~ms as tli.oug

.. his method !!':.alms it readily

ap 1are:1.t to t he pi pil what ie i s doi g when he re1

prese 1ts unlmo ms t ne ra y i.ie doe~ •rhen he ,rri tes, f or
exam le,
Let t li.e n

ber of ~ickels

X.

Aid to Probl_em Solving
Af ter the students 11ave worked a variety of problems usi· g the guess method a~d wderstand the concep t s

1

volved in algebr aic representation, t hey may be

graduated to t he level of start1::g
01·

solution in terms

~~e

algebraic symbols and wi t hout '".he guess .

l

t is at

this stage that they ··, eed a general and systematic approac·1. .
A!1 ap roach that see'T'l s to fit t l-i is cr J. terio'1 , a,.,d

that J.S recomr-e-rided lor use by many authorities,
pressed J.n terms or tive def inite ste s
in

1.s

ex-

h1ch should be kept

ind in the soluti , n o:r all t ~pes ot verbal nroblems .
1

ln ge'1eral f orm, t hese ste s may be presented es i' ollows :
1.

. ead t he proble"'l careru11,-.

rlepresen-- the unkno,m

by a convenient letter .
2.

Whe11 sever al rela t ed unlm01m qua11 t1 tie

are to be

found , ex re '"' s each of then i n terns of tne same
l etter .

3.

t'ind t wo expres~io s or qunntities

ich are

ec,ual , a d e:-:pres,.. -his relat1ons!11p in t

1e

i

orm 01
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an equation .

4 . Solve this equP.tion, and use the result obt!'.l.ined to find the value of each un~:no m
quantity .

5 . Check result by usin

the original statements

of the problems .
Note :

When a ~roblem involves but one unknovm value,
its solution 1.-rill usually require but four
steps . To check t~e solution of a probleM, one
should

o back to the ori~inal problem .

Illustrqti ve Ex- mule : Locke bou '1t a book and triblet,
payin

90 cents for both . If the book cost 70

cents more t~Qn the tablet, how much did he
pay for eJ:lcri?
Solution : (1) The un1:..vioun val~e i"l th-:s problem is r~~d l 1 seen to be the cost of the t,..,b et.

( 0 )

e

7

•~nee one

~~5n the cost of ~he book rill be repr9sentC

+ 70 •

(3) The combined cost of the book and the tablet,

ne"'lely c ~ c + 70, or 2c + 70 is equal to 90 cents,
Hence one hQs the equation
2c + 70 ==- 90

(4) Solving this equation, one has
2c + 70 == 90
2c .:::: 20
C ::=

10
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That is, the cost of the tablet was 10 cents, and hence
the cost of the book was 80 cents .

(5 ) One sees that this solution is correct , for
80 cents r 10 cents

= 90

cents, and 90 cents is

70 ce~ts more than 10 cents, as required by the
st~te~ent of the proble~ .
Techninues for Im,::irove:nent of Problem Analysis
A system?tic procedure, like the above one, for at -

tacking problems is essential to effectiveness; hence,
specific instr 1-1.ction on procedure must be given and
pr cticed throu~hout the algebra course . Althou h no one
plan of analysis h~s been demonstrated as best, eveut ally
ever

pupil must develop his ovm procedure for att ckin

problems that offer difficulty after careful reading . Any
systematic procedure is better than none, in th~t it affords a specific ~oal and st rts t~e ounil to investi ~tin .
Some oth r tecQninues th~t h..,vr been useful in overcomin

proble~- s~lvin~ d fficultien and in helpin~ pupils

to develop a pattern of attack are trie folloring :
1 . Give specific problem-re~din , experience . Ability
to re~d mathP~'"'tics requires specific practice .
Occ'"'sionally pupils may be as_;:ed to re..,,d problems
out loud so th~t the te~cher can detect lack of
underst~ndin

as it occurs . All the _;)upils profit

from such discussions.
? . Give s~ecific experience in identifyin

elements,
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such as what is given and what is to be found . In
reading advanced problems set , the pupils pick
out from each problem one element such as,
11

What is to be found ? 11 Exercises of this type,

wh e t her oral or written , are extremely useful .
3 . Have figures or diagrams drawn with known and unknown parts labeled .
Example : F ind the dimensions of a rectangle if its l engt h
is 5 greater than its width and i t s area is 24 .
Step. l . What is to be found ? Length and width .
Step 2 . What is given ? Area is 24 . Len th is 5 great er than width .
Step 3 . Draw a figure , and label known and unknown
parts .
Len~th?
Ar ea is 24

Width ?

w

Width?

w
Length

(5 greater than width )
Step 4 . Try to locate a connection between kno•·rn. and
and unmown elements by examination of the
diagram , and find an equality .
Width : W
Length : W+ 5
Area : 24 (Here student can locate an equality,
for he is given the area ; hence
W(W t 5) == 24 .
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Drawing the diagram obviously does not solve the problem,
but it does help to collect kno,,•m and unlmown data in a
form where equalities become evident, and it shifts the
consideration from the relatively remote problem to a
more immediate, concrete diagram. Specific practice in
diagramming problem relations is often required before the
pupil can use it to advanta e.

4. See that explicit practice is given in locating a connection between the unknovm and the given data. This is, of
course, the actual heart of problem solving . Up to this
stage efforts have been devoted to understanding the problem. There is no general procedure t h at will always work
in seeking the connection between unknovm and given. The
important thing is that the pupil TRY SOMETHHTG. With the
experience of trying he will gain insight into tne probiem and will eliminate untena ole paths toward a solution.
Learning to examine the diagram is one a pproach that
is effective if practiced frequently. Thus, in the rectangle
example given previously, the examination of the diagram
(step 4) revealed the key to the s ituation.
Attempting to relate the problem to previously solved
problems or to other areas of study is a powerful device. The
pupil should ask himself, "What have I done before tha t had
anything in it like t h is problem?" The pupil will probably
arrive at the length-width-area relationship.

ext he should

investigate the relation found to see if he can use it in
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solving the complete problem . This process of locating avenues of airroach , trying them out and acce~ting
or rejecting, is the way to increased problem-solving
power . With pr~-ctice one learns to make better velue
judgments and to reject more quickly the unfruitful
methods . Again, the importnnt thinR is to develop AN
ACTIVE APl-ROtcCH TO FROBLE:,I3 ,

5 . Utilize devices and proc~dures thst will stimulate initi.,tive, explor~tion, ex~eriment1tion, and discovery .
Model problems and chart arr"'nNe~ents are ineffective
when t'1.ey are intended as stereotvT)es to be irnit "ited . Repetition of this sort is not thP. kind of ex >erience needed to develop power in problem solvinv. Problem solutions
can be analyzed profitably to deter'lline what sorts of .l:"'roble'll- sol ving techniaues were used : "Wha.t past leRrning
was used? " how was it su9:gested? " Wh::it use was made of
the figure?" But the crux of problem solvino; is th"t each
problem is uniaue; what must be leqrned is effectiveness in
exr:lor"'tion and discovery, and not routine rnanipull'tive
imit<>tion.

6 . In ~ivin~ individu~l help during supervised study, let
the aim be to reveal the profitable type of analysis until
the pupil is finally '1.ble to tqke up for himself . This type
of help will make him feel th~t he is taking the initiative
and m~ke him re~lize the import.,nce of thinkin ~ the problem
through . On the other h'lnd, if he is shown the solution, he
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is in much the same oos ition he is when he is
a model problem; he hes no opportunity to
thinkin

iven

ain power in

the problem throu~h, and none for explor~tion

and discovery .

7 - Have the pupil learn to verify
Unless stimul~ted~ students

0

nd 5eneralize solutions .

re li~el

to let symbols take

the pl 0 ce of reason. The solution of a problem should consist not only in checkin~ com~ut~tions but in checking
answers in the context of the problem as well. Checking cRn
be done also by attempting solution of the ~roblem in another way , such as by usini;,_; two unkno ns instead of one , or
by C"'llparin,;z; the answer to an estim!'.lte, based on considera tion of whP.t a reasonable answer would be . These forms of
checking have the adventage of reve lin
0

the relationships

among pr~cesses .
One procedure for generalizin

solutions that pupils

may find especially interestin > consists in st~tin

solutions

i n general symbols that could be used to solve any problem
of the same typ e . This is exactly the r rocedure th~t is
followed

of course, when a formula is devised . It my be ap-

lied to equations as iell, however . For example, in the
rect~n le problem given above , a ~eneralization could be obtained by repl~cin

the width of the rectaD le by W, the

len~th of rectPngle by

C and the area by A. Thus the

solution w0uld re')d W( W+ C) ::::. A.

CHAPTER 8
THE FUNCTION CONCEPT
The function concept in its elementary phases coincides with the idea of interdependence of quantities . The
function concept in elementary algebra implies the depence
of one variable quantity upon one or more other variable
quantities. This idea of dependence

is one which is

fundamental in science , in business, in engineering, and
in agriculture, all of these fields are examples of the
function concept in action.
1. The amount of water that flo·ws through an opening depends upon the pressure.
2. The amount of expansion in a given piece of metal
is dependant upon the temperature.

3. Amount of corn one raises per acre depends upon
amount of fertilizer used and quantity of rainfall.

4. Wages an individual earns per month depends upon
number of hours worked and rate of pay.
Further, the idea of quantities being functionally related is basic in problem solving. It is these dependencies,
because they reveal the connection between known and unknown,
that make solutions possible . Hedrick supports this point
when he makes the following statements:
Every problem stated in English (in arithmetic or
in algebra) must of necessity , contain and depend
upon functional thinking. For in any such problem
there must be some quantity whose value is sought
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Generalizing the solution thus gives experience
in the type of procedure used to develop formulas,
forces re-examination of the problem and result, gives
a broader insight into problem-solution methods and the
relations involved, gives experience with literal
equations, and provides the pupil with sense of the
power of mathematics, in that he discovers an econom~cal
procedure for solving all problems of a given type.
Difficulties Not Algebraic In Nature With Verbal Problems.
Many difficulties that students have in solving problems of algebra are not difficulties due to algebra but
are due to lack of understanding the arithmetic concepts
upon which the solution of the problem depends. The success of any method of solving certain problems in algebra
depends to a large extent on the pupils' ability to solve
problems that are entirely arith!netical in nature. For
exaople, in the illustration below the pupil would fail if
he could not solve the following problem:
What is t he value in cents of seven (7) nickels
and eleven (11) dimes?
The teacher can therefore expect to have trouble with those
algebraic problems in which the corresponding arith.~etical
problem has not been used in previous grades . The coin and
time-rate-distance problems will give little difficulty because the pupil is familiar with money and with traveling
in automobiles. The a~e, mixture, and 1ork problems, usually
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found in textbooks, are the ones in which the arithmetic situation needs discussion .
The data indicates that a~e problems lead to
errors for the simple reason th?t the pupil over looks
the f?.ct thPt when one individual gets sixteen (16) ye~rs
older the same thing hap~ens to another Person . After
this fact has been sufficiently emphasized the child ' s
difficulty be~ins t0 disappear .
With mixture problems of the ty~e below, the vupil
needs to be t0ld th?.t the grocer expects the receipts from
the sale of the mixture to equal his receipts from the
sales of the two varieties.
How many pounds of forty - cents coffee must
be mixed with sixty pounds of fifty-cent
coffee to ~et a mixture worth forty-eight
cents a pound?
The data indicates thqt the pupil should not be expected
to know thet the receipts are expected to be the same .
This situ2tion is usually remedied by chan in

the wordin

of the problem so it will st~te this pertinent fact . This
situetion c~n be very well explained by working a few problems of e.rith::netic , such as finding the average value when
20 pounds at thirty cents are mixed with thirty-five pounds

at forty-five cents a pound .
Consider next a work problem of t~e type usually found
in textbooks such as:
Ben can ::now a lawn in four hours and Sam
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C"'n do the s:=>me work in three hours . How
many h0urs '.-Till it to.ke?
When t~e pupi l sees a problem of this tyJe he is
inclined to think t11~t the '1ns ~r will be either t~e
a.v1Sr"' se of the two

11

l,;,nt.:. tis

J

of t

:.:1:i

or one h-s.lf to

t11is averai:i:e . No st .ld'i'1t crin be expected to work this
1

problem ·1ntil he sees th1t the import~nt item

s the

fr?,ction.91 part of the work done in one unit of time .
•
Here a~ain the pupil ' s difficulty is not with al ebra
but with arith~etic.
It seems a9parent th t these difficulties thPt are
0

arithmetical can be solved ln either of two

1, 1

1.ys . More

problems of the kind listed below should be taught in
the lower grades, or they should be tau~ht by the al __ ebra
te9cher prior to the introfucti"n of the probl e~ solvin
bv algebraic processes .
Arithmetic Problems:
1 . A girl has 4 niczels and 7 dimes . How much money
h3.S

she?

2 . A girl is 11 ye"'rs old, and her brother is 9 . What
is the r'1tio of their a~es? What will be the rqtio
of their a.p-es 7 ye,;,rs fr"''11 now? What was the ratio
3 years ago?

3 . A grocer mixes 20 pounds of coffee worth 50 cents
a pound with 10 pounds worth 35 cents a pound . What
is all the coffee worth? What is the average per
pound of coffee?

4 . A garage attendPnt.has a solution which is 10 pe r
cent alcohol . To 5 gallons of this mixture he adds
4 gallons of water . What is the per cent of alcohol?
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depends upon some other quantity (or quantities)
given in the problem . The recognition of the dependence of the required quantity upon those that
are given , and the formulation of the precise
manner in which it depends upon the given ones,is
certainly functional thinking, and it is also
certainly the most vital thing in the problem. 1
The concept of function or dependence is so important
that it has been called by many outstanding educ a tors the
"unifying element of all mathematics ", and a great deal
has been written about it. Analysis of the information
gathered in this investigation indicates that the function
concept, or the idea of dependence of one element in a
situation upon one or more other elements, is not inherently difficult to develop in children. The reason why it is
usually so inadequately developed seems to be because
specific attention is so seldom given it.
The authorities believe the concept of dependence is
best illustr ted by taking cases involving related quantities
(such as the diameter and circumference of a circle) and ahowing that, when one of these is known ,the other is uniquely
determined and that a change in either of them will produce
a corresponding change in the other. As many situations as
possible should be illustra ted to the students where
quantities are related and focus their attention on new relations when ever they occur in the study of algebra. Practice
in symbolic expression should be provided through the use of
l

Hedrick, E. rt., '1 ~unc1.,ional Thinking, 11 School Science and
Mathematics, . Vol. XL, April, 1940, pages 354-361
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the formula, graphs, tables, and rules regarding the
nature of dependency.
Data accumulated in this investigation indicates
that each teacher should have a mature concept of function, which has been defined in general for two
variables in this form:
Consider two variables, X and Y, each with its own
range. The variable Y is said to be a function of X
when any scheme, (rule, relation, or correspondence)
is given whereby to each value of X there corresponds
one or more definite values of Y. The scheme or rule
whereby the value (values) of Y is determined, is
called the functional relation. 1
The teacher understands that the pupil is working toward this more mature view, and he will help him gain experience in understanding and expressing mathematical relations.
This study revealed four ways of expressing mathematical
relations:
1. Rule or law of relation. For example, the area of
a square is equal to the square of the sides, gives
relation between the area and sides of a square.
2. Formular or other equation. For example,
D::::. rt, gives the relation between distance ( d) ,
rate (r) and time (t).

3. Graph. Any bar, circle, or line graph shows a relation
between two quantities . For example, a cost of living
line graph, by months shows the cost of living for
any chosen month .
lL. Richardson, Moses, "Fundamentals of Mathematics ," New York:
The MacMillan Company, 1947, p.52
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4. Table. A table of square roots, for example,
represents a functional relation between the
number chosen and the corresponding value of
the square root.
As pointed out previously the function concept implies relationship between variable quantities. These
two terms, quantity and variable, which are of fundamental importance must be stressed and used to the extent that the pupil thoroughly understands their meaning.
Quantity. To clarify the meaning of quantity the teacher
may point out that such words as length, area, volume,
value, weight, time, temperature, height, depth, and
the like, are expressions of quantity; and may explain
that these are terms which are associated with number.
For example, when the grocer as ks,
sugar do you want?" and one answers

11

How many pounds of
11

five 11

,

one is as-

sociating the number five with the quantity weight. Again, the statement,

11

I walked 5 miles toda;y

11
,

implies

that the number 5 is associated with the quantity distance.
Variable Quantity.

To clarify the concept of variable

quantities the teacher may point out that algebra, like
arithmetic, is concerned with quantities; that algebra is
unlike arithmetic in that one may use a letter in algebra
to represent a set of numbers. Many concrete illustrations
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illustrating this concept should be presented to the
students. For example: let T mean the "number of degrees of temperature at 6 O' clock A. M. each day for
one week as indicated below:

Da

Sun

41

T

Mon .
4

Here the letter T stands for 7 different numbers.
Its value varies from day to day. Thus T represents a
variable quantity. Much attention and proper illustration should be given the new concept until the students
understand the meaning of a variable quantity. Then attention should be called to those numbers in situations
which are so related by some fixed law tha t they change
together. Some formula that the class has derived may be
used as an initial point in this phase of the function
concept.
VARIATION
Practically all the facts that are needed for the
study of the changes of a linear function maybe brought
out by questions. The teacher may start with the simplest
possible formula, such as g -: 4q.(g _ gallon , q

= quarts)

Find the values of g for a series of values of q as below:

Then put questions such as: What happens to q when g is increased from 2 to 3? from 3 to 4? from 4 to 5? If g is increased by 1, what happens to q? Bring out that the answer
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is the same no matter from what value the increase of q
is started. Then go through with the same story, only
more briefly, when q decreases.
Now ask the question: What happens to q when gincreases? Bring out and cause the pupils to put the
thought into their own language, that g increases 4 times
as fast as q. The teacher may say, "Suppose we think of q
as changing or varying gradually, then what happens to g? 11
The pupils may be brought to see that g varies 4 times as
fast as q. Note that no formal definitions of variable,
function or variation have been given . Authorities believe
that the main thing to develop is the concept. A series
of formulas may be brought in for the main purpose of
studying the formulas themselves, similar questions are
asked for the purpose of learning the character of the
functions that are involved. If in the formula A= bh,
giving the area of a rectangle,,a fixed value of 6 is
given to the base then the area is found to vary six times
as fast as the height. Similar treatment may be given the
formulas p = br, c ==- np, d :::: 2r, and others brought in.
At the end of this phase, when a considerable body
of ideas on variation are familiar, informal definitions
may be established for the class and the variation of
linear equations may be studied. At this stage the function
may be presented as a single expression (not as an equation)·
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A number of functions may now be given for the purpose

of studying their variation. Expressions suxh as 3x -t" 1,
5x

+ 4,

and 3x -- 2, may be presented and the nature of the

variation studied by questions similar to ones used
previously.
Alone with the main course and closely adjusted to
each part of it there may be supplementary work which may
be undertaken by those students who may wish to do so.
These students are usually the ones who have a greater
capacity for learning. This supplementary work should be
on the whole, more difficult than the main course and
11

greater originality and ability to take

longer steps" in

one's thinking would be required. In this work the students
may study the type variation involved in A=- bh when A is
fixed. Then the students could grasp the concept that if
bis doubled his halved, if bis tripled his divided by
three, and so on. This can be easily seen if a table of values
is constructed and studied for various values of the
variables. Definitions of direct and inverse variation should
grow out of comprehension of the concepts involved. The objective is the understanding of the v~riat on o f t ,

en k

k

is constant and x varies. Additional q estions to be asked
are of the type: What hapnens tot as x grows very large?
k

What happens to~ as x grows very small (toward zero)? Exx

pected answers:

11

t
X

grows very small";

11

t
X

grows very large."
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Graphing of Functions
Graphs are used to picture a set of related values.
Since a formula is a statement of relationship, one may
exhibit this relationship in the form of a diagrammatic
picture. By substituting various numerical values for
one of the letters in a formula and then evaluating the
formula for the other letter, one obtains a table of
corresponding values. These corresponding values (or
points) are then plotted on a coordinate system and a
continuous line drawn through them. This line is called
the graph of the formula. A graph of a formula shows very
closely how the related quantities depend on each other.
That is,
1. From a given value of the first quantity one can
find the corresponding value of the second
quantities.
2. From a given value of the second quantity one can
find the corresponding value of the second
quantity.
According to the data analyzed in this study the two
primary outcomes sought from the study of graphing are
ability to interpret graphs and ability to sketch graphs
for particular situation better. The former has wide
general educational significance. There is some evidence
that experience obtained from interpreting graphs is effective in learning to construct them. To give this ex-
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perience the questions asked of each pupil should
direct him through a comprehensive study of each
graph encountered in the course.
To illustrate the type questions to be asked
during study of relationship between two quantities expressed in terms of a graph note the following:
P

= 4S

(formula for perimeter of square)

The required graph can be readily obtained from the
values given in the table above.
r'
'L 'f

to
II,

11

7

8

s

Questions similar to the following should be asked the
students:
1. Find p for s = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
2. Finds for P = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

3. For what value of p ands is

p -;:; S

4. As s changes from 2 to 6, what is the change in p?

5. As s changes from 4 to 1, what is the change in p?
6. As s increases in value, what change takes place in
p?

7. As s decreases in value, what change takes place
in p?
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Study of the araoh PS a functional relation, by
examining wh~t happens to one v ~riable as the other
changes , provides not only understanding of ideas of
relations between quqntities , but also added insisht into the nature of the ~raph as representine an unlimited
set of nu.~ber pairs (points).

CHAPTER

9

SUill•l~RY C01TCLUSIONS' AND RECOI-11-IE:t-:DATIONS
SIB-!MARY

1 . The introductory period of algebra is a crucial

period for developing basic skills and conce pts
as well as import1.nt interest and attitudes .
Teachers should attempt to develo~ attitudes that
are conducive to learning.
2 . Selection of students for the algebra course

continues to be a major problem .

3 . Underst~nding algebraic concepts generally reauires references at re ul~r intervals to arithmetic .

4. Algebra m~y be introduced as follows : (1) by use of
the formula, (2) as a shorthand used to record
verbal statements, (3) and as an extension and
generalization of arith::ietic . All three ways have
advan t::.. ,.es •

5 . Authorities agree :.h~ t al ebra is rrorc

?le, :1 in"'"ful

if the ~1les and defini~inns ~re ~n out-r~th of
:.he punils understandin

th.e conce::ts to whicl-i the

definitions and rules ap?ly .

6 . GeoCTetric representation is stron"lY recom~ended
as a me:..ns of enabling pupils to understand al ebr,...,ic
conce pts .

7 . :Mastery of the onera tions with s i ned numbers is
dependent upon the students UJ1derstandin

>

of ne ative
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numbers (th"'t is, on losi te in direction) . This

ri,,y

be

accoT"'JT)lished by fa'TI.iliarizing pupils T-ri th applicrtions
of si~ned numbers in their eDvironment .
8.

A.

Study of equations is usually introduced (1)

q

natural extension of arithmetic (2) a necessity in
solvin
B.

problems .

Solution of enw=iti ons t1.u,:ht usinf (1) inverse
processes, or (2) the idea of shnrte~es and surDlUS""R.

C.

Whether or not transposing should be taught is
still controversial .

D.

Quadratic equ2tions are best introduced by a ~roblem which necessitPtes a quadratic equation for a
solution .

9.

Objectives of course must be so definitely st~ted th9t
they are clear not only to the teqcher but also to the
pupil.

10 .

The content of course follows rPther closely the recom'Tiend." tions of the Nation'"'l Committee on Mathematicql
RequireTJ1ents .

11 .

Trends in ninth ~r,.,de ql~ebra course arR mostly changes
in em-h~sts and ped~ao~y.
P.

Less tiTTJP ,,,nd el"lphasis bein

· l,.,ced on f,.,ctorinp:-.

Geometrical and ari thmetice 1 illus tr2. tions are
methods most often used to r"'tionalize the t r,e forms
studied.
b. The function conce~t is becomin g increasin ly im:POrtnnt in the study of algebra . Authnrities re-
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commend that te.., chers el"'l.phe.size the function con-

12. There are areas of d_f~icultv t~rou5hout the course.
Authorities believe these difficulties C"'.n be
diminished crns:derably throu~h

more me3ningful

teachin&c .

13 . There is no substitute for drill . It should be meqnin-:-:ful .
14 . No sin.~le method of solvirig ve"'b"l.l problems stA.nds
out as the best method; eech of the methods of (1)
anelysis, (2) of analoO"iPs, (3) of dependencies,
and

(4) the 3raphic method has been nroductive of

fairly ~ood results .

15 .

A systematic procedure for att~c~ins

proble □ s

is

essential to effectiveness .
16 .

Some techniques that are useful in helpin

pupils

OVPrcrme proble~ solving diffic~lties are:
( 8.) Give specific ~roblem-re"din

experience.

(b) Give specific exJerierice in identifyin~ ele-

ments, such as wh~.t is ,:i ven and what is to be
fou:nd .
(c) Have fi,..u:res or diqar~"TJ"' drawn ·with known and
unknm·m pP rt s l ".be led.
(d) Give ex'licit r-rqctice in loc-=>tinq- a connection

between the unkno m and knovm dr ta.
(e) Utilize devices and j_:,rocedures tb twill

stimulete initi~tive, ex~lor3tion, experimentation, and discovery .
( f) In ~ivin individual help, let the "i~ be to
rr>vee 1 the profitable type of anal Ysis 1.mtil
the pupil is able to take u . . , for r1.:.1..is ::.r.
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c o:;CLDSIONS
1.

A..

student ' s underst c.ndins of algebrP. .:. ., pro -

portional to his insl:ht into the n~ture of
its conc e Dts and principles nnd this is deter:n:ned to a lar e de ree by t~e

ay it is

t"u~l:lt .
2 . Underst"ndin: of the b"sic coYJ.CP. I,tS and princi Jles followed by drill to make res~onses
habituAl is more effective than the tr"ditional
mGnner of drill b~sed on use of rule, model
problem , or rnte ne'Tlor without underst-:inding
basic conce_ >ts .

3 . The function conce9t d0es not receive the em,hasis it should in Junior hi h sch0ol al5ebr" .
4 . There is no best

13y

of te:chins any topic in

junior hi~h school al ebra . The proeressive
0

teacher of

rr13. ther.1:=\

tics should 1{eep abreast of

the v"rious techniques in order to i~prove instruction .

5 . Continued emphqsis through out the courses should
be pl~ cPn_ on the development of ability to r.:.rasp
and to utilize iders ,

1rocessPs , ~nd ~rinciples in

the solution of concrete ,roblcms rather th-non
the qc0uisition of mere r~cility or skill i~
manipulation .

6 . I n te~chin~ the ~rinci~les of al ~ebr~ one fr~ auently needs to ret rn to the corres ponnir,,...
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sit uations in arithmetic and devr=>lop from the
fundament~.1 concents involved the part ic•il 'lr
al~ebrqic ~eneralizatlon .
RECOI :U•1E1-D i- T IO]"S
0

1 . Th,,t further investi~o.tion be made to determine
who should t'"' 1rn e,l -ebr9. si.nd to determine who
s11.ould be the judr;e as to ,,rl-J.ich students should
and shculd not t-"'.lrn the subject .
? • Thr.:>t further rPse? rch be made to det 0 rmine 1.-rhether

are not the be~efit de~ived from the use of the
v,, rious sl-tnrt cuts, S'J.ch as tr2.ns p osini:;;, s ecial
~roducts, f'"'ctoriD~,

justify their bein

tau ht .

3 . Th?t te'"'chers use those ~o~ects of this thesis
which they thin': c..,n be used to an "tdv,,ntG1.p;e in
their reRrective situctions .
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